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Fix List for MONITOR version 7.4.5 

 

General 

� CSIG-7CNDMT - Following procedures did not have all filtering possibilities for all classification and list 
types: Purchase Statistics – Parts, Quote Statistics and Service Statistics. 

� JLIN-8LRF7Q - You could not change to a Work center that belonged to another Warehouse in the Priority 
Planning, Loading / Work Center and Loading Selection procedures. This error could only occur in 
systems with the supplement Warehouse management. 

� SHYS-92PHR6 - We have clarified with a tooltip which procedure you will be linked to when you press the 
Open button in the Reminder of activity for… window. 

� JEDS-934LKD - No e-mails were created when you tried to send an order or quote with a linked document 
if the Setting "File format for documents linked to orders in e-mails" was set on "PDF". 

� JWEN-93QAUR - Now it’s possible to enter a time for disconnection in Monitor.ini for users that have been 
inactive during a period of time. Previously problems occurred when a user that had been inactive tried to 
use MONITOR. 

Purchase 

� ÖBRN-8EAGJE - Now you can undo a payment in the Payments Out procedure if you move the payment 
to the Mark to pay section and pressed the Eraser or F6. 

� JLIN-8Y9AUH - Staggered prices did not work on Purchase order suggestions if the Part had Alternate 
unit as default. 

� JLIN-8ZSDJ3 - It was not possible to set status Confirmed on a splitted order row in the Register 
Purchase Order procedure. The following order rows also got the same status. 

� FOHN-92JLEZ - The Print EDI Delivery Schedules procedure incorrectly exported forecast rows that 
belonged to another supplier linked Part if you used multiple supplier links. 

� KFTM-92PCDF - News: You can change Accounts payable acct in the Search Accounts Payable Ledger 
procedure if incorrect account was registered from the beginning. This will not affect the coding on the 
invoice. 

� SSÖG-92QGST - The error message "transfer data.update" was displayed when you exported an own EDI 
Delivery Schedule in the Print EDI Delivery Schedules procedure. The error message was displayed 
when the default EDI link and the Supplier specific link differed whether to use EDI-data or not. 

� KFTM-92VHLY - If you used the Info menu in the Register Supplier Invoice procedure to link to another 
procedure, the field Exchange rate could be changed and cause incorrect accounting. 

� KFTM-92YHCA - If you in the Register Supplier Invoice procedure clicked and made changed the 
Exchange rate several times, incorrect journals could be created. 

� BSAN-936JRN - If you double clicked on any Heading in the Print Delivery Schedules procedure in the 
selection mode, MONITOR would shut down with a program error. 

� CSIG-93KH4X - A program error occurred in the Rescheduling Suggestion – Out and Flow Analysis – 
Purchase procedure had Causing trans. Type = Purchase. 

Sales 

� BSAN-7YDD63 - The sorting on months could be incorrect in the Sales Statistics – Customers procedure, 
with the list type Standard (all Classifications) and the alternative Show budget. 
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� SHYS-8TMJUR - The Bank charge was not coded correct if you used the On account payment in or On 
account payment out procedures. 

� FOHN-8Y3CAS - The Pallet registration no. was displayed/exported from the Print Shipping Documents 
procedure even if the delivery address did not match the active delivery address. 

� MARN-8ZVHV8 - You could not use lowercase characters on Part numbers when you added a row in the 
Import EDI Delivery Schedules procedure. 

� CSIG-929ET8 - If you added Fictitious Parts with no Stock update in the Register Invoices Directly 
procedure, you got a question if you should "Affect stock balance when reporting?". 

� JLIN-92GHNP - News: The invoicing rows can get POS order after delivery reporting. This can be done by 
activating a new Setting "Sort invoice bases according to customer order at delivery". If the Setting isn’t 
activated, the rows will be sorted in the order that you delivery reported. This only matters when you make 
multiple deliveries on the same invoice basis. 

� KFTM-92HE69 - News: A warning will be displayed if you try to save a partly matched invoice in the 
Payment Matching procedure. 

� BKNN-92HLZM - If you deleted a payment record in the Register Incoming Payments procedure and the 
payment was a Partial invoice on an Invoicing plan, it could still be marked as paid. 

� SSÖG-92NJYS - The Register Customer Order procedure didn’t remember the last imported order 
number in MONITOR, if you opened the Register Customer Order procedure after import in the Import 
EDI Orders procedure. 

� SSÖG-92NLWU - You could get incorrect cost on the cost of goods sold coding if you changed row type 
from 2 to 1 on an order row in the Register Customer Order procedure and not tabbed to shift row. 

� FOHN-92VGX7 - The Setting "Decimals under "Each" on orders/quotes/invoices" did not work when you 
exported invoice row amounts from the Print EDI Invoices procedure. 

� FOHN-92YESX - Now you can select an EDI template in the Print Shipping Documents procedure, so you 
will not need to enter it manually. 

� JELA-935BRC - News: We have implemented the new routing code DSV ver 1212. 

� AFOG-935M98 - If you inserted empty Inner packaging in the Package Management procedure, you got 
one package instead of none. 

� MARN-936HPU - Error messages could appear in the Flow Analysis and Rescheduling Suggestion – 
Out procedures due to incorrect data in the Register Sales Forecast procedure. 

� MARN-93MASW - You could get incorrect data and a program error in the Register Customer Order 
procedure if you had discount on an order row and then calculated total price. 

Inventory 

� CSIG-8Y39NY - Work center (WC) was not printed in the Cost of Poor Quality procedure, list type 
Warehouse. 

� JLIN-8YBJF3 - When you created Purchase order suggestions, the day of requirement was included in 
the Lead time. When the Lead time was one day, the part could be ordered on the day of requirement. This 
error occurred in the Run Netting and the Requirement Calculation procedures. 

� BSAN-92FJ4X - The rows were not sorted on Part number order when you classified on Supplier code in the 
Purchase Order Suggestion procedure. 

� BSAN-92YAJ2 - Sometimes incorrect messages could be displayed in the Register Sales Forecast 
procedure during manual registration of sales forecasts. 

Accounting 

� KFTM-8MUA52 - The Budgetary Depreciation procedure did not work optimal and was very slow. 
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� BKNN-92NM7Y - The performance for SIE import is improved in the Import / Export SIE procedure. It 
was an unnecessary number of checks and queries against the database for every voucher that should be 
imported. This made the SIE imports slow, especially when importing large files. 

� SHYS-92PHLV - This correction only affect systems that use Chinese Chart of Accounts: We have added a 
few accounts that were missing. 

� SHYS-92VLAF - This change only applies to the Finnish system: The Finnish VAT report is updated (no 30 
and 31) and will display correct VAT Rates in the text, i.e. VAT Rates that is valid from year 2012/2013. 

� KFTM-92YCDY - The phrase "EG" on the VAT report is changed to "EU".  

� BKNN-92YJKP - A correction regarding import of SIE files, caused an error in the check of dates since the 
file did not contain information about accounting year. This caused problems with the import of Salary files, 
since they usually don’t contain any information about accounting year. 

� KFTM-93KAZB - The date for Switched year on was not displayed in the Switch Year procedure. 

Electronic Invoice Management 

� ÖBRN-8SJB9U - News: Now there is a new PDF viewer in MONITOR that shall manage scanned invoices. 
This viewer will be used as default PDF viewer in the system. You can change to an alternative viewer in 
the Register Supplier Invoice procedure by checking the checkbox V. You can also change viewer in the 
new list type All in the Search Supplier Invoice procedure. 

Product Configurator 

� CSIG-7YLEMF - When using the same position number on order rows, on a customer order with configured 
parts, the linked row type 4 rows disappeared when opening the Configuration window again. 

� JLÖR-936A76 - In order to improve the performance when you create Configured Customer orders, the 
Prices will not be loaded if you have chosen not to use Price or Price and Quantity on the Selection groups 
in the Update Configuration Group procedure. This correction only affects systems with the supplement 
Product Configurator. 


